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bOaRD DESK
MaY SabPP bE YOuR HR 
buSinESS PaRTnER in MaY?
Despite shortened weeks caused by 
public holidays, the month of April was 
full of energising events in implementing 
the HR Voice Strategy of SABPP.  

On behalf of the Exco of the Board, we thank you for engaging 
with the SABPP team in so many value-adding activities.  There 
were so many highlights, but let us summarise the main one’s 
for you:

•	 Zimbabwe’s	 first	 group	 of	HR	Auditors	 have	 been	 trained	
by SABPP Head of Audit Unit, Dr Shamila Singh.  We thank 
the Executive Director of IPMZ in Harare, Fortunate Sekeso 
for driving HR excellence by means of HR Standards and 
Audits in Zimbabwe. We are proud of our alliance with IPMZ 
and their support in assisting SABPP to ensure that the HR 
Standards are successfully implemented in the different 
countries in the SADC region.

•	 More	companies	are	joining	the	HR	Standards	journey	–	a	
special word of welcome to the HR teams of Distell, EOH, 
Rand Water, Stefanutti for orientating their HR professionals 
on the HR standards. 

•	 Likewise,	 another	 company	 in	 Pretoria	 has	 been	 audited	
against the HR Standards, and we are also very proud of the 
first company in the Free State to be audited.  The company 
names will be released once the reports are approved by their 
management team and signed-off by SABPP management.  
We also appreciate the visits from HR Managers to the 
SABPP office last month, thank you to Rotek Engineering, 
Interstate Lines, City of Ekurhuleni HR teams for popping in 
at SABPP.

•	 A	special	word	of	
welcome to the 92 new 
HR professionals for 
registering with SABPP 
in April. The current 
trend of whole HR teams 
signing up continues.  It 
was a privilege to visit the 
HR team of Rand Mutual 
Assurance in Parktown to 
present their certificates to the HR members.   This event 
had	two	highlights	–	a	special	SABPP	cake	baked	for	the	

BOARD DESK

event by the 
Rand Mutual 
Assurance 
team.  
Moreover, 
the CEO of 
Rand Mutual 
Assurance, 
Mr Brian Singh 
personally handed 
over the SABPP 
professional registration 

 certificates to all his HR team members.  I appreciate the 
leadership of the Head of HR, Neema Onsongo for making 
all of this happen.

•	 On	7	April	the	SABPP	management	team	visited	KZN	as	part	
of our provincial highlights event in Durban.  This event was 
a huge success.  We celebrated the excellent case studies 
presented	 by	Mondi	 and	Umgeni	Water	 –	 the	first	 private	
and public company to be audited against the HR standards 
in KZN.  A total of 136 HR Managers from all over the KZN 
province attended the session.  We also inducted the first 
group of HR Professionals in Durban starting with their 
new role as Commissioners of Oaths in the province.  They 
received their rubber stamps delivered to them personally 
from the SABPP office.  Furthermore, we also want to 
congratulate the new SABPP Chairperson of KZN, Reuben 
Dlamini with his election to lead the HR profession in the 
province.

•	 On	 15	 April,	 SABPP	 Western	 Cape	 arranged	 a	 special	
breakfast session on BBBEE.  Congratulations to the 
Western Cape Committee for this great session and we 
thank our guest speaker, Greg Kowalik from Labournet for 
his presentation.  It was very well received and our members 
were inspired to be change agents in accelerating BBBEE in 
the workplace.

•	 Our	 active	 engagement	 with	 academics	 and	 students	
at universities continued during April with visits to nine 
campuses:  Central University of Technology Free State, 
University of Cape Town, Stellenbosch University, Cape 
Peninsula University of Technology, Mangosuthu University 
of Technology, Mancosa, Southern Business School, the 
University of the Western Cape and the University of 
Pretoria. This means that we have visited two universities 
per week during April.  If we have not yet visited your 
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campus, please let us know so that such a visit can be 
arranged. Our management team members are very eager 
to meet students and academics at any of our public and 
private universities.  We now have registered more than a 
thousand HR students as SABPP student members at more 
than twenty campuses throughout the country.

•	 Building	on	the	successes	we	have	achieved	in	rolling	out	
the HR Voice strategy over the last four years, the new Board 
decided to review the strategy.   Given the phenomenal 
success of the HR Voice strategy, it was agreed to maintain 
this strategy, but to rather build on it with more focused 
execution plans.  We have therefore done a strategic review 
session with both the board and management to assess the 
strategy.  Thank you to Advocate Nomsa Wabanie-Mazibuko, 
Vice-chair of the SABPP Audit Council, for facilitating this 
important session for us. Any further inputs and suggestions 
from members are also most welcome.  Please submit your 
recommendations to marius@sabpp.co.za or post your 
views on our linked-in discussion group.

•	 As	 a	 quality	 assurance	 and	 professional	 body,	 continuous	
benchmarking is essential in improving our own perfor-
mance as a professional body.  We also participated in 
the Independent Professional Bodies Forum held at the 
Institute of Directors. Also, we visited SAICA and FASSET, 
while also participating in the stakeholder engagement 
forum of the National Skills Authority regarding the new 
SETA landscape.

•	 SABPP	 representatives	 have	 become	 regular	 conference	
speakers at several key events over the last few years.  Last 
month we presented the HR standards at the Mastering 
HR and Payroll Conference of SAP and the Eventful Group 
in Johannesburg.  In addition, we also presented our 
employment equity work at the 7th Annual Employment 
Equity, Diversity and Transformation Conference of 
EES Siyaka and the TDCI Group.  We thank them for the 
opportunity of updating the market on progress with the HR 
Standards.

•	 The	 success	 of	 our	 social	 media	 campaign	 continued	
during April.  In fact, we have now exceeded 20 000 tweets 
on twitter. This means that you receive more than 4000 
tweets per year from SABPP, that is 13 tweets per day.  A 
member who complains about a lack of communication 
on twitter, is clearly not active on twitter.  Should you not 
have access to twitter, you are most welcome to read all the 
tweets on our website www.sabpp.co.za  In addition, we 
have started a competition on linked-in to encourage more 
active discussions on this interactive platform.  I thank all 
linked-in members for their active engagement last month. 
We will continue with these discussions and we really 
appreciate our active members optimising their connection 
to thousands of other HR professionals on a daily basis.

•	 Last	month	we	managed	to	launch	a	working	group	on	HR	
Governance. The role of this working group is to develop 
an HR Governance Framework for South Africa and to 
provide comments on the Draft King IV Code on Corporate 
Governance for South Africa.  Members who want to 
contribute to the official SABPP submission on King IV, are 

welcome	to	join	our	Linked-in	discussion	group	on	King	IV,	
or to send comments to our Governance Officer, Lindiwe 
Nombaca on executiveoffice@sabpp.co.za  

•	 27	 April	 is	 Freedom	 Day	 in	 South	 Africa.	 This	 year	 we	
celebrated 22 years of a democratic dispensation in 
our country.  We want to remind companies to continue 
with diversity training to ensure that we strengthen our 
democracy and the true spirit of diversity in our workplaces 
and society at large. 

The month of May starts with the most important day on the HR 
calendar, Workers’ Day. We wish all employees of the country 
a good Workers’ Day.  In fact, we challenge HR Managers to 
celebrate the month of May as Workers’ Month to highlight the 
importance of workers and work.  Without work, most of us 
will have no or limited identity.  Thus, we are also reminded to 
increase	our	efforts	of	creating	jobs	for	the	unemployed.		

The SABPP calendar for May is full of interesting and value-
adding activities.  Key activities are:

•	 Workers’	Day	–	1	May
•	 HR	Standards	workshop	for	Gibs	academics	–	3	May
•	 SAQA	Professional	Bodies	Forum	–	4	May
•	 Ethics	Committee	meeting	–	5	May
•	 Presentation	on	HR	Audits	at	EThekwini	Municipality	–	5	May
•	 Board	Exco	meeting	–	6	May
•	 Audit	Council	meeting	–	6	May
•	 Women	in	HR	Training	and	Development	Conference	–	
 11 May
•	 Unisa	Talent	Council	–	12	May
•	 King	IV	submission	–	13	May
•	 SIOPSA	Ethics	Conference	–	17	&	18	May
•	 Africa	Coaching	Conference	–	17-19	May
•	 Free	State	Highlights	Event	–	19	May
•	 Board	meeting	–	20	May
•	 Professional	Registration	Committee	–	25	May
•	 Auditor	training	–	25-27	May
•	 HR	Standards	Namibia	–	26-27	May

I	trust	that	you	will	enjoy	the	month	of	May.	Once	again,	I	invite	
you to make SABPP your professional HR business partner 
during May.  I will provide you with a weekly update from the 
SABPP office every Monday on the Marius on Monday Linked-
in discussion group. 

The SABPP team is ready 
to support you with your HR 
professional needs.  I look 
forward to serve you and the 
HR profession this month. 
Please stay connected.

MAriuS MEyEr
CEO: SABPP

BOARD DESK
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• Monamodi Matsapola, SABPP Gauteng Provincial Chair 
arranged another committee meeting to be the voice of HR 
professionals in the province.

• It was an honour for me to represent the HR Profession 
at the 9th Annual HR Conference of KZN Provincial 
Government in Durban, and I want to thank our KZN field 
agents Nicolle Manjeya and Nozipho Khumalo for exhibiting 
at this prestigious event.

• Our alliance partner, Executives’ Global Network (EGN) 
played an excellent role to be the voice for HR Directors in a 
high level trusting environment when they discuss serious 
matters affecting HR Executives.

• Letting the voice of South Africa’s young talent heard has 
been the hallmark of the Rising Star Initiative over the last 
few years, my deepest appreciation to Laura Barker and 
Alister Swart for leading this important initiative in putting 
talent first.

• Helen Brewer of MICE Academy visited the SABPP office 
to explore being a voice for HR Managers as customers 
of events organisers, now there is an opportunity for HR 
professionals to let their voice heard in providing inputs 
into events management standards for South Africa.  When 
there is an opportunity for us to complain we can do so, but 
as professionals being proactive in finding solutions is what 
differentiates professionals from the general public.

• HR also has a voice when it comes to BEE. Our BEE 
breakfast session on 23 October was well attended and we 
thank all delegates for their attendance and engagement 
on this important topic for HR Managers.  We thank 
our L&D Committee Chairperson, Jacques Strydom for 
supporting our Quality Head Naren Vassan in leading our 
BEE workshop.

Furthermore, the month of October was a significant milestone 
in nominating and electing board members for the 12th Board 
of SABPP (2016-2018).  We were overwhelmed by the quality 
and quantity of nominations.  A new record of 49 nominations 
were received.  The diverse richness of their experience, 
qualifications and level of work bears testimony to the quality 
of a new breed of HR professional leadership that has emerged 
in recent times.  I thank the nominators and nominees for 
their participation.  Also, I appreciate all of you who have voted 
using our first online voting system.  The SABPP COO, Xolani 
Mawande and Governance Officer, Lindiwe Nombaca did a 
sterling job in managing this process for us.  The final elected 
board will be announced soon, but given the quality of profiles 
we received, I am very confident that we will have one of the 
strongest boards in the history of SABPP. However, as ethics 
and governance are key priorities for SABPP, we subjected 
all Board nominees to MIE verification of their qualifications 
in order to prevent any ethical risks for SABPP. As leaders of 
the HR profession, the ethical status of our board members is 
key to our continued and sustainable success in driving SABPP 
forward in the next exciting phase of our strategic journey 
towards increased impact and significance. 

October was a good month for SABPP, but now in November 
we continue with some exciting activities.  It is the first month 
we will do an HR audit almost every week, and we thank these 
brave but responsible HR Directors for putting up their hands to 
be audited in November.   You have provided HR with a voice at 
your organisations, but you also joined the group of esteemed 
HR teams for leading the world in HR audits.  Moreover, several 
HR teams are in the phase of awareness, and during November 
we will continue to visit several HR teams to orientate these 
teams about the HR Standards.

I would like to invite you to use your voice more proactively 
in engaging with us and other stakeholders.  Continue to 
participate with us in whatever format and forum you find 
convenient and appropriate to your needs. Some of you prefer 
to visit our office, others phone in, others send emails, and 
others engage via social media.  Whatever medium you prefer, 
communicate with us. Use your voice. You are the HR voice. We 
are the HR voice. The power of one.

NOT AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF YOUR

HR PROFESSION?

REFER A FRIEND
professional@sabpp.co.za

MARIUS MEYER
Chief Executive Officer
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MEMbER bEnEFiTS:
GET HELP WiTH YOuR 
EVERYDaY iSSuES  
SABPP has an alliance with HR Forum which offers a FREE 
email group-based help line for the sort of tricky issues that 
come up daily.

Topics covered in the past month or so included:
•	 How to instil discipline and a new culture to a company 

that has been merged as the result of a business rescue;
•	 HR reporting to overseas head office;
•	 How to issue disciplinary warnings to an employee 

who commits infringements of two different types on 
successive work days;

•	 Rights of employees in an NPO which is failing financially;
•	 Termination of an employee who has been imprisoned 

after a trial but is appealing;
•	 Can union members strike at any time after the 48 hours’ 

notice is given.

HOW iT WORKS
You send in your query, it gets made anonymous by the 
Forum facilitator, and circulated to members, who then come 
back (very quickly usually) with good advice based on solid 
experience. 

Send an email to humanresources@hrforum.co.za to register 
for the Forum.

PROFESSiOnaL 
SERVicES

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

an out of date practitioner cannot be a competent practitioner. Professionalism involves 
a personal commitment to continuing professional development (CPD). It is compulsory for 
all registered HR practitioners to track their CPD activities in 2016 and submit a claim at 
the end of this year.

     Click here for more information on how to claim for CPD points.

contin
ue with your Professional Development!
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EVENTS

EVENTS .

REGISTER NOW!
professional@sabpp.co.za

NOT AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF YOUR

PROFESSION?

SAVE THE DATES FOR THREE 
IMPORTANT EVENTS IN 
FIRST QUARTER 2016
The SABPP has initiated two exciting events for early 
next year, so get these dates into your diary. 

3 MARCH 2016
JOIN CLEM SUNTER AND THE SABPP IN A SCENARIO 
PLANNING WORKSHOP TO WRITE SOUTH AFRICAN 
LABOUR MARKET SCENARIOS FOR 2016.

Human Resource Executives participate in their 
organisation’s strategy development sessions and 
should bring with them an informed view on likely 
developments in the labour market over the mid 
to long term. The 2013 SABPP HR Management 
System Standard requires organisations, in relation to 
Strategic HR Management, to “Analyse the internal and 
external socio-economic, political and technological 
environment and provide proactive people-related 
business solutions.”

At present, many HR Executives acknowledge a lack of 
depth in their environmental scanning.

This one-day event, facilitated by Clem Sunter, will:

• Enhance delegates’ skills in identifying important 
trends in the labour market;

• Position delegates to be able to add value to their 
organisation’s strategic thinking;

• Produce a set of labour market scenarios for South 
African organisations.

The target audience is top and senior HR executives in 
South Africa.  Only 100 people can be accommodated 
so please indicate your interest as soon as possible to 
siphiwe@sabpp.co.za. 

16 FEBRUARY 2016
GIBS, IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE SABPP AND 
COWAN HARPER ATTORNEYS, WILL RUN AN 
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
ON “A NEW ERA OF ERM OR MORE OF THE SAME?”

Top speakers include Albert Wocke, Charles Nupen, 
Nerina Kahn, Rod Harper, industry representatives 
from the manufacturing, hospitality, and financial 
services sectors, Marius Meyer, Gavin Hartford and 
unionists.

Watch out for further marketing of this event to get 
your booking in early.!

mailto:professional@sabpp.co.za
http://sabpp.co.za/cpd/tracking-and-claiming-your-cpd-points/
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It’s no coincidence that the PPS Profit-Share Account grows 

substantially each new year. Especially when our tailor-made 

financial solutions have been developed and refined over

75 years through the power of professional thinking.

For 2015, we allocated all R2.2 billion in profits to our 

members’ PPS Profit-Share Accounts and paid R2.2 billion  

in benefits. PPS also accumulated a total of R29.5 billion in  

PPS Group assets*. This proves that the power of professional 

thinking can make all the difference, especially when it’s  

been crafted over decades.

So if you’re a graduate professional that wants to share

in all our profits, visit pps.co.za or speak to a PPS

product-accredited financial adviser today. 

THAT’S THE POWER OF
PROFESSIONAL THINKING

Financial Planning Short-Term Insurance Medical AidInvestmentsLife Insurance

PPS offers unique financial solutions to select graduate professionals with a 4-year degree. PPS is an authorised Financial Services Provider.
Members with qualifying products share all the profits of PPS. *Excluding assets in unit trusts for third parties.  

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance.
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64827 PPS Financial Results_HR_275x210.indd   1 2016/04/13   12:13 PM
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HRRi
bOOK REViEW:
Employee 
engagement in 
a South african 
context
(edited by Hester Nienaber and Nico Martins)

Employee engagement is one of the most important, but yet 
least understood issues in the modern workplace.  One definition 
offered in this new book on employee engagement is that it is 
human effort to perform in the system.  The question often asked 
in practice is: “How engaged are your employees?”  Once the 
engagement level becomes clear, the next important question is: 
“How can we improve the engagement of our staff?”  

The editors and authors of this historic first South African 
book on employee engagement navigate readers through the 
complexity of one of the hottest topics and trends in the field 
of people management.  The book points to current gaps in 
international academic and practitioner texts on employee 
engagement, for instance the need to foster engagement in 
diverse workforces, and therefore dispels the myth that “one 
size fits all.”   The contribution of this book in providing a clear 
perspective on the need for inclusivity should be acknowledged.   
Building on international instruments (mostly developed from 
a western philosophy on employee engagement), the local 
Benchmark of Engagement Questionnaire offers a unique 
emerging market perspective and scientific foundation for 
measuring employee engagement in an African country, where 
attitudes to work may be significantly different to attitudes in 
the developed Western countries.

Being grounded on a scientific foundation, the book moves 
away from current “quick fix” superficial, popular consulting 
approaches or short term recipes for dealing with employee 
engagement in a haphazard and fragmented manner.  Given 
the historical over-reliance on American instruments, 
the comprehensive yet focussed discussion on employee 
engagement in the South African context fills a gap in current 
literature.  Moreover, by providing examples and research 
evidence from other African countries such as Tanzania, Ghana 
and Namibia, the emerging market relevance of the book is 
strengthened.  

HRRI

However, don’t expect a toolkit and a full set of guidelines 
for application.   Rather, the book provides some clarity on 
the meaning and relevance of employee engagement in the 
South African environment.  The case study from a transport 
company in the Free State offers some ideas on how employee 
engagement can be applied at a typical South African company 
and hopefully will inspire more similar stories to be written up 
in future. 

I highly recommend South Africa’s first book on employee 
engagement and I want to encourage human resource and 
business leaders as well as students to read and use this book 
as an important tool for reflection, learning and application 
in ensuring we optimally engage our employees in South 
Africa, not only for the benefit of our organisations, but also 
our overall competitiveness as a nation.  Congratulations to 
the authors for leading us into the important field of employee 
engagement.

MARIUS MEYER
CEO: SA Board for People Practices (SABPP)

The book is available from KR Publishing on www.kr.co.za

www.kr.co.za
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inDuSTRY nEWS

INDUSTRY NEWS

coaching must deliver 
organisational learning
As part of his farewell address, outgoing Cisco CEO John 
T. Chambers included a chilly prediction that ten years from 
now, only one third of companies operating today will continue 
to	 exist.	 His	 reasoning	 –	 most	 companies	 are	 adapting	 too	
slowly to change. Doug Baillie, Chief HR Officer of Unilever in 
a presentation at GIBS made the point that the rate of change 
today is as slow as it is ever going to be. 

As a strategic imperative, companies need to identify how 
they will meet the needs of a changing world. Their strategy 
however will only be as effective as their culture, in allowing 
implementation. You may have heard Peter Drucker’s famous 
observation, “culture eats strategy for breakfast”.

So how does an organisation effect the necessary change in 
culture, such that this actively delivers the strategy? A highly 
effective means is to transition the behaviour of the whole 
organisation into that of a coaching culture. This means that 
coaching conversations are taking place all the time, at all 
levels, with all stakeholders. System-wide learning is rapid and 
meaningful and engagement is high, allowing for innovation to 
flourish and resilience to overcome setbacks. 

In our work at the intersection between leadership development 
and OD, we notice how many companies see coaching as an 
end in itself, primarily for individual development and benefit. 
This is changing in favour of wider scale, more cost effective 
approaches that deliver organisational learning, build the 
culture, engage stakeholders and deliver systemically better 
results. As with any large-scale change initiative, developing 
a coaching culture requires time, effort and a strategic, multi-
faceted approach. Crucially it has to be led from the top and 
incorporated at all levels. 

Barbara Walsh is a Director, Principal 
Consultant and Executive Coach with 
Metaco Consulting. She has an MSc in 
Coaching and Behavioural Change and is 
a credentialed Neuro-Semantics Meta-
Coach and Coach Trainer. For more 
information, contact her at barbara@
metaco.co.za or visit www.metaco.co.za.

Recent labour law 
matters
1. uber drivers complain about the company reducing 

fares for the winter season. The reaction of the drivers 
highlights the fine line between behaving as an independent 
contractor (with all the advantages) and feeling like an 
employee (with all the disadvantages of lack of bargaining 
power). Does the company have the right to reduce fares 
without consultation (or even negotiation)?  Presumably the 
answer lies in the contract that each driver has signed. In 
South Africa, in contrast probably to the situation overseas 
where Uber drivers typically drive part time to supplement 
income, many Uber drivers depend totally on their Uber 
income and therefore their independent contractor 
status may be in question. If they were considered to be 
employees, they would be entitled to protection in terms of 
all South African labour laws. No matter the legal situation, 
the issue shows the importance of full communication and 
treating stakeholders as partners.

2. Lock out of members of a union which is not party to a 
bargaining council dispute. The Constitution Court made 
a	 judgement	 recently	 that	 an	 employer	 may	 not	 lock	
out employees unless a dispute exists between those 
employees (or their union) and the employer.  If the union 
is not a member of the bargaining council, it is not party to 
the dispute, and therefore its members cannot be locked 
out. (Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr, Business Day, 11 April 2016)

3. Employers may not grade jobs lower due to geographical 
location. The Labour Court recently ruled against the 
Department	of	Correctional	Services	for	 introducing	a	job	
grade	difference	between	the	same	job	in	the	Western	Cape	
to those of other areas. The employee who was negatively 
affected by this was awarded back pay of the difference in 
remuneration and the employer was ordered to correct the 
job	grade	and	accompanying	salary.	(Werksmans	Attorneys,	
Business Day, 11 April 2016)

4. Employment Equity Act Non-compliance Orders. The 
Department of Labour is issuing an increasing number 
of non-compliance orders against employers on various 
grounds.  Such orders may be contested but many 
employers are, in fact, not fully compliant and therefore 
render themselves liable to fines.  Cowan Harper Attorneys 
caution employers against using “off the shelf” Employment 
Equity	Plans	–	an	employer’s	Plan	must	be	specific	to	that	
employer’s circumstances.  

www.metaco.co.za
mailto:barbara@metaco.co.za
mailto:barbara@metaco.co.za
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INDUSTRY NEWS

uncOnSciOuS biaS - THE EnEMY OF 
TRanSFORMaTiOn anD DiVERSiTY
In a 2014 article in the UK People Manage-
ment magazine1 “Inside the neuro-science 
of bias” the author, Robert Jeffery, makes 
the	point	that	“bias	is	a	major	(perhaps	the	
pre-eminent) enemy of diversity “and that 
the social psychological and neuroscience 
workings of unconscious bias are well 
known. 

However, as Dianah Worman, CIPD diversity adviser, says, 
“Science can help reinforce the message. But the challenge is 
translating it into action inside organisations”. The first step 
in translating knowledge about bias into action to counteract 
it is awareness raising. In the United States, many employers 
offer unconscious bias training - as an example, Google last 
year put 13,000 staff through a course on the topic. Harvard 
has developed an Implicit Association Test (IAT) which is now 
regarded as a widely accepted way to quantify biases and has 
been taken 15 million times in 15 years. According to Wikipedia, 
“The implicit-association test (IAT) is a measure within social 
psychology designed to detect the strength of a person’s 
automatic association between mental representations 
of	 objects	 (concepts)	 in	 memory.”	 According	 to	 the	 theory	
underlying this test:” Implicit attitudes are manifest as actions 
or	 judgments	 that	 are	 under	 the	 control	 of	 automatically	
activated evaluation, without the performer’s awareness of that 
causation2”.

In the UK also, leading organisations are offering unconscious 
bias training. The People Management article reports that 
one financial services firm who ran such training for the 
top executive team found that it “moved the debate to a very 
different place. As senior people, they found the data and the 
neuroscience good arguments. They bought into it a lot better 
than a lot of brow-beating about diversity being the right 
thing to do.  We could have done another equality and diversity 
workshop, but how many times would these people have had a 
briefing like that during their careers? It wouldn’t have worked. 
This brought a breakthrough that more traditional methods 
might not have achieved. Without it, we’d still be working very 
hard but not moving very fast.” 

HR practitioners who are involved with assessments in the 
recruitment and selection process know about the effect of 
unconscious bias, but too often organisation’s HR processes 

1  Diet cola makes you even more racist. R Jeffery. 2014 People Management 
        pp 22-26.
2  Measuring Individual Differences in Implicit Cognition: The Implicit 

Association Test. A.G. Greenwald, D.E. McGhee, J.L.K. Schwartz. 1998. 
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 74, No. 6, 1464-1480

fail to manage these effects adequately. Common biases that 
can act as barriers to transformation and diversity include:
•	 Projection	bias
•	 Confirmation	bias
•	 Hindsight	bias
•	 Social	comparison	bias
•	 Subjective	validation
•	 Stereotyping
•	 Self-serving	bias
•	 Halo	effect
•	 Horns	effect
•	 Illusion	of	transparency
•	 Post-purchase	rationalisation
•	 In-group	bias

Such biases are particularly influential in interviewing if 
not managed.  Laszlo Bock, Senior Vice President of People 
Operations at Google, describes in his 2015 book Work 
Rules!  how he put in place a variety of processes to ensure 
reliable and valid outcomes from the selection process. 
These included a multiple stage selection process which 
“combines behavioural and situational structured interviews 
with assessments of cognitive ability, conscientiousness and 
leadership”.  Interviewers include not only the hiring manager 
and HR experts but also future subordinates and someone from 
a different but related function, and all the interviewers’ ratings 
are equally weighed. The company trains interviewers carefully 
and provides support tools including sets of interview questions 
and a consistent interview scoring tool. The predictive success 
of each interviewing manager is tracked and analysed and the 
company has found that the best results are obtained by using 
four interviews.

This type of attention to a rigorous process at Google 
demonstrates how much effort must be put into researching, 
designing and implementing HR processes which deliver 
appropriate results for the organisation.   In the South African 
context, where it is highly probably that both conscious and 
unconscious biases are operating strongly, HR practitioners 
should ensure that they are full up to date with the field and 
that they develop their skills in designing and implementing 
processes. 

Department of Labour compliance inspections conducted 
since the promulgation of the Employment Equity Amendment 
Act in 2015 are finding repeatedly that organisations have not 
conducted sufficient analyses of workplace practices that act 
as barriers to the achievement of employment equity.  Paying 
more attention to biases such as those described in this article 
should contribute to a more accurate analysis of workplace 
practices and to better implementation of employment equity 
programmes. 

http://www.cipd.co.uk/diversity
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L&D committee

The L&D Committee for 2016 consists of 
twelve practitioners with a wide variety 
of expertise including corporate L&D, 
national skills development policy, 
private and public ETD practice, TVET 
and higher education practice, and 
banking, investment and professional 
body sector experience. 

The Committee meets quarterly for governance and strategic 
purposes, and monthly for operational work. Mike Stuart (Skill 
Handbook) is the interim Chairperson and Barbara Mathibe 
(Sasria) is the Deputy Chairperson.

Focus areas for 2016 include the development of a Work 
Readiness Professional Practice Standard (PPS) to support 
the L&D Standard as well as advocacy around the Workplace 
Learning PPS which was approved in November 2015 and 
represents a significant step forward in understanding and 
advancing workplace learning principles. 

The committee will also be developing learning artefacts such 
as infographics, posters and animations to unpack the L&D 
Standard and help organisations adopt new good practices. 

Respond to our brief L&D Survey on the www.SABPP.co.za 
website to identify trends and challenges that you would like 
help with this year.

We welcome new members at any time of the year: please 
email mike@skillshandbook.co.za for more information on the 
committee	or	should	you	wish	to	join	us	at	our	next	committee	
meeting at the SABPP offices in Parktown, Johannesburg.

What changes and improvements do we need to make to 
our future skills development landscape?

The Learning & Development (L&D) Committee provided 
input to the SABPP submission to the Department of Higher 
Education & Training (DHET) on the new proposed skills 
development and SETA landscape (known as the NSLP 2015 
proposal, government gazette No 39386 of 10 November 2015). 

A committee representative also participated along with CEO 
Marius Meyer and LQA Manager Naren Vassan in the National 
Skills Authority Roundtable of 5 April 2016, on the same topic. 
Visit the hashtag #NSARoundtable to view tweets from the 
event.

The Minister of Higher Education & Training is proposing 
that the SETAs be absorbed into government as permanent 
operational units of DHET, with little to no autonomy, and with 
the bulk of their budgets moved to the National Skills Fund. 

More information on the NSLP 2015 proposals can be viewed 
at www.SkillsHandbook.co.za.

The SABPP responding submission was remarkable for its 
simplicity and the fundamental level of change it proposed. 
Rather than reactively criticising the NSLP 2015 document, 
the SABPP submission envisioned what the ideal system 
would look like without any prior constraints. The submission 
opens with the following observation:

Mike Stuart Barbara Mathibe 

Monthly update from the Learning & Development (L&D) committee
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“The SA Board for People Practices (SABPP) submits 
comments in its dual capacity as a SAQA recognised 
professional body for HR practitioners and as a SAQA 
accredited Learning and Quality Assurance body. We 
therefore straddle the worlds of skills development 
infrastructure and employers and as such, bring to the 
debate an independent viewpoint.

The HR profession is at the heart of the implementation 
of the HRD Strategy for South Africa and is thus well 
placed to offer constructive input to the development of 
policy in post-school education and training policy issues. 
Our comments are based upon our practical experience 
in working with the post-school education and training 
system, both as a professional body and from the enormous 
experience of our registered practitioners.” 

The submission was circulated to SABPP members for 
comment, then revised several times during the course of 
engagement with wider stakeholders and submitted to DHET 
on 29 February 2016. You can download the full submission at 
www.SkillsHandbook.co.za as well as get more detail on the 
issues involved.

DHET, through the National Skills Authority, is now reviewing 
all comments received, and these will feed into the final nature 
of the landscape which will come into effect on 1 March 2018. 

The SABPP will be participating in the national conversation 
around the shape and nature of the new skills development 
landscape through the course of this year, as we feel this is 
a pivotal moment in the history of our education and training 
systems, which could result in a better, more effective learning 
environment for all South Africans. 

Contact the L&D Committee via mike@SkillsHandbook.co.za 
for more information on this topic.
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HRUF SESSION
SABPP, represented by the COO, Xolani Mawande, attended this 
year’s HR Universities Forum (HRUF) session on the 24th and 25th of 
October 2015. It was indeed a successful session. Discussion centred 
on recurriculation on the basis of HR standards.

The national best HR student award, sponsored by SABPP, was 
finalised. SABPP will offer the awards as follows:
Best student: R15 000 + floating trophy +  certificate
2nd best student:  R10 000 + certificate
3rd best student:   R5 000 + certificate. 

The bursary scheme, also sponsored by SABPP, was also finalised. 
SABPP will offer two bursaries of R15 000 each to deserving students 
as identified by the HRUF. The amount will contribute towards further 
studies like HR related BTech or Honours.

Finally a new executive was elected to run the HRUF:

Chair: Renjini Joseph (University of Johannesburg)
Vice chair: Lawrence Kok (Vaal University of Technology)
Secretary re-elected: Esther Palmer (Central University of Technology 
, Free State).

We sincerely thank the outgoing committee, led by Liiza Gie (CPUT) 
and Prof Logan Naidoo (MUT).

Please check the next edition of the HR Voice for a full report of the 
session by the executive.

SECOND STUDENT 
CHAPTER 
LAUNCHED
SABPP has an alliance with Tshwane University of Technology 
(TUT). The TUT Polokwane campus officially became the second 
university campus to launch the SABPP student chapter after 
registering 82 HR students. An SABPP delegation, led by the 
CEO and the COO, graced the occasion. 

The event was also attended by the Campus director and the 
academic manager. The SABPP Limpopo provincial committee 
was in attendance. Four members attended, led by the 
provincial secretary, Lethabo Matlala.

Ms Shitshembiso Mkansi was elected as the first chairperson 
of the chapter. Congratulations HR Director in the making.

Mr. Sidney Morethe, a staff member from the faculty, received 
a CEO recognition award for his outstanding contribution to the 
HR profession.

See student page for more information.

FACEBOOK/SABPP
LIKE OUR PAGE

COO’S DESK .

COO’S DESK
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STUDENT CHAPTERS .

STUDENT CHAPTERS
STUDENTS 
STATISTICS 
A total of 536 tertiary HR Students, from various institutions, were 
registered in 2015. This indicates a 181% growth from the 191 
registered students in 2014. SABPP visited the HR students of 15 
tertiary institutions in 2015, with two of the visits being Student 
Chapter Launches. 

The Walter Sisulu University, Butterworth campus was the first 
university to launch an official SABPP Student Chapter in April 
2015. In November 2015, the second official SABPP Student 
Chapter was launched by Tshwane University of Technology, 
Polokwane campus. The Top 5 Universities for Student 
Registrations in 2015 are as follow:

SABPP is to launch another three official Student 
Chapters in 2016 at Vaal University of Technology 
(VUT), Walter Sisulu University, Mthatha campus and 
University of Johannesburg, Soweto campus, each of 
which reached the target of 50 or more registered HR 
students at the end of 2015. 

VUT’s 73 successful applications for 2015 also makes 
them the university with the most registered student 
members with SABPP. Since 2012 up until the end of 
2015, SABPP has registered 111 VUT Student Members. 
Congratulations to all of these Universities!

NEW GRADUATES – 
2016 INTERN INTAKE
Employers and new graduates starting off on HR internships in 
2016 can now benefit from the SABPP structured Candidate 
Development Programme.  Enquiries to retention@sabpp.co.za

We also have a free publication Internships – A Guide for 
Employers, which sets out in general terms how an employer 
should set up an internship.

AND GET ACCESS TO THE BENEFITS

KICK START YOUR HR 
PROFESSIONAL CAREER 
WITH SABPP

EMAIL

REGISTRATION FORM

MORE INFO

students@sabpp.co.za

hrvoice.co.za/Students/register.pdf

hrvoice.co.za/Students/info.pdf

GET STARTED 
TODAY

JOIN NOW

https://www.facebook.com/sabpp
http://sabpp.co.za/membership/student-chapter/
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SabPP constituent assessor and Moderator 
Engagement and capacitation Workshop

Email lqa@sabpp.co.za 
for further information and to reserve your seat!

HIERDIE MOET UITSTAAN!

The LQa department visits 
Mangosuthu university of 
Technology - KZn
SABPP Learning and Quality Assurance head, Mr. Naren Vassan 
was invited by Professor Logan Naidoo to spend time at the 
university engaging with students on the evening of 7th April 
2016.  He spoke to students about the international HR TRENDS 
for 2015, South African challenges within Human Resources, 
concerns within the learning and development arena in the 
corporate world. Students expressed that the presentation was 
an eye opener for them regarding the changing landscape.

What emanated from the visit was that students requested from 
the industry opportunities for vocational work and internships. 
KZN HR professionals are requested to please contact 
Professor Logan Naidoo on LNaidoo@mut.ac.za regarding 
work based learning for these students.

Students from Mangosuthu University of Technology

Visiting careers iT 
(Pty) Ltd - Students

SABPP Learning and Quality Assurance head, Mr. Naren Vassan 
decided to conduct a courtesy visit to Careers IT (Pty) Ltd on the 
7th April at the Chatsworth Campus. 

He was greeted by the Training Centre Manager and facilitator 
and provided with the opportunity to speak to Human Resources 
Diploma 2nd year students about SABPP. 

Discussions were centered around the value of registering as 
a professional member, the importance of working hard and 
what the industry expects from graduates when working in the 
industry.

Please	 contact	 Ra’ees	 Rajack	 –	 Training	 Centre	 Manager	
raees@careersit.co.za regarding work based learning for 
students.

Students from Careers IT

LQA

Want to know more? Keen on attending? 
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The african School of 
Mediation
Moving from the KZN to the Western Cape, The African School 
of Mediation based in Tableview, Cape Town, also known as 
LIPCO was awarded provisional accreditation for National 
Certificate: Paralegal Practice: Human Resource and Employee 
Relation	–	NQF	Level	5,	SAQA	ID	97729		on	14th	April	.LIPCO’s	
primary	objective	is	to	assist	the	industry	at	large	through	the	
mediation process. Watch this space! SABPP’s Western Cape 
Provincial committee are set to be partnering with LIPCO to 
host a workshop based in the Western Cape on Employment 
Relations Matters.

Ms.	 Bonnie	 Johansen	 –	 SABPP	 Western	 Cape	 Provincial	
Chairperson awards Mr Andries Cornelissen LIPCO Operating 
Executive.

LQA
PAGE 17
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EVENS .

HR STANDARDS AWARENESS 
BREAKFASTS

Held at the SABPP offices in Parktown, these 
short sessions will introduce you to the SABPP HR 
Management Standards, explaining how they came 
about, what they can achieve and how organisations 
can go about implementing them.

These sessions are scheduled once per quarter:

DATES:
18 FEBRUARY 2016
MAY 2016
AUGUST 2016
NOVEMBER 2016

WORKSHOP FEES: R1 200 
Workshop fee includes a light breakfast, a complete 
HR Management Standards file and a Professional 
Practice Standards file. 

The sessions will run from 7.30 to 9.30

Attendance at one of these Awareness breakfasts will 
earn you ½ CPD point, and if you self-study thereafter 
on the contents of the Standards file, you will qualify 
for attendance at the HR Auditors workshop.

A maximum of 12 people can be accommodated at 
each session.  In-house sessions can be conducted for 
groups of HR practitioners.

4 FEBRUARY 2016
Join us for the HR Audit Breakfast. Since 2013, a full 
audit framework has been developed and tested to 
improve the quality of HR practice.
 
Out of all audits conducted, three companies are now 
ready to share their experience with you. They will share 
their successes, challenges and answer your questions 
during this vibrant, interactive breakfast session.

Contact events@sabpp.co.za
or 011 045 5400 for more details

REGISTER NOW!
professional@sabpp.co.za
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“If people don’t have psychological resources left, then putting 
a treadmill in the office doesn’t help.

“I think gym is just bit of a fad,” Pienaar said

http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2015/10/19/Burnt-out-
before-the-age-of-30
(Professor Ina Rothmann is a member of the SABPP project 
team on Human Capital Metrics)

Rothmann said many employees felt that they could not cope 
with the amount of work they had.

Sufferers from burnout often say things such as: “I am running 
on autopilot at a very fast pace, but it feels like I am staying in 
the same place”, or “I constantly found myself getting short 
with staff, family and friends, and then switching off from them 
all together.”

Causes of burnout include insufficient sleep, dull and repetitive 
work, unrealistic deadlines and unsupportive managers.

People with burnout often feel cynical and experience a false sense 
of failure. They might distance themselves from friends or family.

@SABPP1
JOIN THE DISCUSSIONS
#hrstandards

Rothmann said secretaries had a high risk of burnout, with 72% 
of people in administrative jobs at serious risk.

One reason could be that secretaries often have little control 
over their job, which makes many unexpected demands on 
them, and they are plagued by interruptions.

“They feel stuck, with little opportunity for career movement,” she said.

Many administrative employees find the work fast-paced but 
not challenging.

Managers can help employees avoid burnout by ensuring that 
the workload is suited to the employee’s abilities, showing 
appreciation of effort, ensuring clear communication, and by 
providing an environment free of gossip and bullying.

Many workplaces offer gyms or exercise classes to help 
employees stay healthy. But Jaco Pienaar, a professor at Work 
Well, said gym wasn’t always the answer.

UPDATE ON THE QUALITY COUNCIL FOR 
TRADE AND OCCUPATION (QCTO)

a. We are offering a support role to the QCTO and TVET 
Colleges, as the representative and voice of the Human 
Resources module in the pre-scoping of the Office 
Administrator Occupation 334102 – Qualification, is 
facilitated by Ms. Heidi Peters from QCTO. This project will 
replace the N4-N6 programme in the respective National 
N-Diploma. Below: QCTO representatives with TVET 
College Academics. SABPP is part of a 17-20 member 
team in designing this occupational qualification. 

b. Dr Pieter Rossouw and the Head of SABPP’s Learning 
and Quality Assurance department held a meeting on 
10th September 2015. SABPP extended an invitation to Dr. 
Rossouw to personally experience monitoring of the SABPP 
Accredited Training Providers with the SABPP Monitoring 
Team, which commenced in middle August to-date. 
Appreciating the invitation, he noted that this invitation 
displayed SABPP’s honest and transparent process that 
has been adopted when meeting the providers. SABPP 
has also extended an invite to Dr Rossouw to attend a 
de-briefing session on the 13th October regarding the 
findings and how SABPP is going to communicate a joint 
report to the all affected stakeholders.

INDUSTRY NEWS .
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INDUSTRY NEWS .

http://twitter.com/sabpp1
mailto: professional@sabpp.co.za
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courteous Visits to SabPP 
Providers in the Western cape

Because SABPP prides itself on maintaining good customer 
relationships, we try to go the extra mile wherever we can. 
We’ve visited the following providers whilst in the province. 

1.	 INTEC	 &	 Damelin	 Correspondence	 College	 –	 Accredited	
SABPP Provider

2.	 Greenfields	Learning	Academy	(GFLA)	–	In	the	process	of	
applying for CPD accreditation

3.	 Afritech	 Training	 Solutions	 –	 Application	 received	 by	
SABPP for Learning Programme approval. Disability unit 
standards and 2 full qualifications.

The Intec and Damelin Correspondence College Team

Afritech Training Solutions

Dr	Sarah	Riordan	–	Director	of	Greenfields	Learning	Academy	
receiving her certificate of professional registration

Bianca-Anne	Pay	Moll	–	Receives	her	Assessor	&	Moderator	
certificate of registration

SABPP’s Western Cape Provincial Monitor: Learning 
Providers. CEO of SABPP awards Ms Bonnie Johansen her 
Constituent Assessor & Moderator registration.

LQA
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EVEnTS
WORKinG WiTH THE HR ManaGEMEnT 
SYSTEM STanDaRDS
intensive, practitioner-led working sessions to share experiences and develop solutions on 
each of the Standard Elements.

9 Half day / breakfast sessions to cover all the Elements, or pick those which are particular 
priorities. It is recommend that the first and last session be attended by all delegates, even if you 
are a specialist, because these sessions will provide the framework for HR specialist work.

HRM Standard Date Price Type

Performance Management 26 May 2016 R1800 plus VAT Breakfast

Reward & Recognition 23 June 2016 R1800 plus VAT Breakfast

Employee Wellness 21 July 2016 R1800 plus VAT Breakfast

Employment Relations 25 August 2016 R1800 plus VAT Breakfast

Organisation Development 27 September R1800 plus VAT Breakfast

HR Service Delivery, HR technology & HR Measurement 27 October 2016 R2500 plus VAT Half day

Click here for more info… To book contact leon@sabpp.biz

EVENTS

https://madmimi.com/p/77cd47
https://madmimi.com/p/77cd47
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ETHicS WORKSHOP
HR Management plays a critical role in the success of an organisation, and 
this role cannot be played successfully unless HR practitioners behave 
ethically themselves and also energetically drive and support the creation and 
sustenance of an ethical culture in the organisation.

TO BOOK CONTACT 

ceanne@sabpp.co.za 

or 

011 045 5400

2 September 2016

Ethics

EVENTS

Workshop 1 – Foundation

•	 Personal ethical values and behaviour

•	 SABPP Code of Conduct

•	 SABPP Ethical Competencies 

	 –	personal	ethics

•	 Case	study	–	ethical	recruitment

•	 Post-workshop assignment

All SABPP registered Hr practitioners are 
required to obtain at least 1 CPD point from 
Ethics each year. 

The foundation workshop gives 2 CPD points 
provided the post-workshop assignment is 
completed.

http://www.ethicsevents.co.za/
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EVEnTS

EVENTS

In pursuit of our HR VOICE strategy, the 
SABPP is coming to the Free State for a 
half day seminar to update you on the latest 
developments.

One of the most exciting developments is 
the Commissioners of Oaths status granted 
to HR Professionals registered with SABPP 
by the Minister of Justice, Advocate Michael 
Masutha.

We will also share and celebrate case study 
presentations of a Free State company audited 
against the National HR Standards.

Join us for this exciting event and network 
with other HR Professionals!

Click here for more info…

Contact ceanne@sabpp.co.za or 011 045 5400
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public and private sector. Within the private sector, her clients 
spanned several industries such as financial services, packaging, 
retail, and ICT. She holds a Bachelor of Social Science degree 
(Psychology Major), a Postgraduate Diploma in Organisation and 
Management and an MBA degree from the University of Cape 
Town. She also holds the position of Deputy Chairperson for the 
SABPP in KwaZulu-Natal, a role she was elected into in 2014, 
and one through which she hopes to make a positive contribution 
to the broader Human Resource profession within the province.

As we start our planning for 2016, let us use this opportunity of 
reflecting on the year 2015.  It was another exciting and busy year 
for SABPP with several highlights:

1. Launch of SABPP HR Ethics Book with foreword written by 
Advocate Thuli Madonsela, the Public Protector;

2. SABPP HR Professionals approved as Ex-Officio 
Commissioners of Oaths by the Minister of Justice and 
Correctional Services, Advocate Michael Masutha;

3. Third Annual National HR Standards Roll-out Conference at 
Sandton Convention Centre;

4. Many in-house HR standards presentations;
5. Our most visible year in terms of public conference exhibitions 

and presentations;
6. Conducting 12 HR Audits against the National HR Standards;
7. Growing the total of trained HR Auditors to 146;
8. Visits to 17 university campuses and several student chapters 

formed;
9. Green status in terms of uploads on the  National Learner 

Record Database;
10.  A new record of 981 HR professionals registered this year;
11.  First online board  voting system and a successful succession 

transition from the 11th to the 12th Board of SABPP;
12.  Increasing our regional footprint to six provincial committees;
13.  A visit to the top European HR professional body, i.e. CIPD;
14.  More than 50 articles published in magazines;
15.  Excellent growth in social media interaction with almost 8000 

twitter followers, doubling the 4000 followers we had at the 
beginning of the year.

The above deliverables are clear evidence of the commitment of 
the SABPP Board and staff to build the HR profession.  Given the 
impact of the above successes, as the new Exco of the SABPP 
Board, together with the CEO, Marius Meyer we are confident of 
yet another successful year as we get ready for 2016.  We will 
focus on key actions to drive the HR Voice strategy of SABPP, and 
further expand our capacity to deliver according the needs of the 
HR professional and learning provider markets.

However, together with all of you it is first time for us to take a 
well-deserved holiday.  We wish all our stakeholders a good time 
of rest with family and friends and we look forward to engage 
with you again next year.  Travel safely and have a blessed festive 
season.

“My personal vision is to use my experience to 
contribute to SABPP’s mission to professionalize the HR 
profession in South Africa. We exist in a time that is both 
challenging and exciting in the history of South Africa: 
the education of our youth stands in sharp focus and, 
as academics and Human Resource professionals, we 
have the opportunity to make a real difference to their 
future. I want to be counted amongst those who put 
their hands up and made themselves available.”

Vuyo Dwane, SABPP Vice-Chairperson (2016-2018)

SIPHIWE MOYO
Chairperson

KAREL STANZ
Vice chairperson

VUYO DWANE
Vice-chairperson

LINKEDIN/SABPP
JOIN THE DISCUSSIONS
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https://madmimi.com/p/
db5d97

https://madmimi.com/p/db5d97
https://madmimi.com/p/db5d97
http://www.linkedin.com/company/sabpp
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EVENTS

  SaVE THE DaTE:  Full-Day Ethics Workshop 
(12 Ethics CPDs)      

17 May 2016

Presented by SIOPSA JHB and SABPP,  Sponsored by Nedbank                            

Nedbank Head Office
135 Rivonia Road, Sandton

SIOPSA Johannesburg Regional Branch, in collaboration with the SA Board for People Practices, proudly presents a full-day Ethics 
Workshop	sponsored	by	Nedbank,	jam-packed	with	discussions	and	learnings	on	topical	ethical	matters.		These	discussions	and	
learnings will be facilitated by the following presenters:

•	 Prof. Llewellyn van Zyl (SIOPSA President) (PS 0112780)
•	 Marius Meyer (SABPP CEO)
•	 Cynthia Schoeman (MD of Ethics Monitoring & Management Services (Pty) Ltd.)
•	 Julie Stacey (Independent consultant, lecturer, coach and facilitator)
•	 Carol	Hardijzer	(Head	of	Employee	and	Industrial	Relations	portfolio	in	FNB)	(PS	0072117)
•	 Megan Grindell (Director of Carter DGF Risk Management (Pty) Ltd.)
•	 Jan Hollenbach (MD of Maccauvlei Learning Academy) (PS 0058033)

Some of the topics you can expect on the day include, but are not limited to:

•	 Forensics, Ethics and sound People Management Strategies
•	 Ethical Leadership
•	 Ethical Challenges in e-Interventions
•	 Ethical considerations & implications for the people practitioner
•	 Round-table discussions on ethical dilemmas

Contact: Talitha Muller on +27 (0)72 125 1457 or oosthuizen.talitha@gmail.com

Click here for more info…

* 

  

http://www.bcore.co.za/ethics_workshop_save_the_date.pdf
http://www.bcore.co.za/ethics_workshop_save_the_date.pdf
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aDVERT

Is the managerial style of your supervisors and front line managers 
helping or hindering your business to achieve your organisation’s goals?

ADVERT

When meeting with people from different orga-
nisations, I often ask them if they can describe 
their organisation culture. I ask this question 
more out of interest in finding out what they think 
this actually means, rather than asking them to 
describe it. Over the years, I have received many 
different answers, a lot of them indicating that 
the person answering did not have a very good 
idea of what I was talking about. 

We have moved very rapidly into a new workplace dispensation 
in recent times, with numerous external influences playing an 
increasing role in our organisations. Do we need to ensure that 
those who manage the workforce understand the impact of 
their managerial style on the workforce they manage, within the 
constraints of the Organisational Culture? I think so!  
 
Some years ago, I was involved in a major OD exercise in a 
large international corporation, and ran all the training in the 
first phase of the programme. It soon became clear that very 
few people, especially at the lower echelons of supervision and 
middle management, had much knowledge of the effect that 
their managerial style had on the output and behaviour of their 
workers. When I ran supervisory courses, it became equally 
clear that we taught supervisors what to do, but not how to do 

it effectively, within the constraints of the norms and standards 
of the organisation – the culture.VMy conclusions from this 
experience were that it is vital, particularly at first and second 
levels of supervision, that people are assisted to identify their 
managerial style, and learn what makes it effective, or less 
effective. We are very quick to lay the blame for poor output 
and performance at the door of the workforce, but I believe 
that unless we address the need for improved supervisory and 
managerial effectiveness, nothing will change.

For me, the answer is not in long courses about Organisation 
Development and Managerial Style. A short, intensive workshop 
that results in the delegates leaving with a simple action plan 
based on knowledge of their own managerial style, and their 
organisational culture, is needed to get the ball rolling. The 
workshop approach reduces the theoretical input, and involves 
the participants, through exercises in small groups, learning from 
their peers in a structured environment.

Unless we are able to improve the performance of the workers 
through sound supervision and managerial practice in our 
present circumstances, our chances of improving productivity 
are poor indeed.

Jake van der WIlden. CHRP (Gen) SABPP
Cell:0822239353
e-mail anjo@internext.co.ca

CORE VALUES OF THE SABPP AUDIT 
BRAND
• Impartiality
• Competence
• Responsibility
• Openness
• Responsiveness to complaints and
• Professional integrity.

THE 13 NATIONAL HR STANDARD 
ELEMENTS TO BE AUDITED ARE:
1. Strategic HR Management
2. Talent Management
3. HR Risk Management
4. Workforce Planning
5. Learning & Development
6. Performance Management
7. Reward & Recognition
8. Employee Wellness
9. Employee relations
10. Organisational Development
11. HR Service Delivery
12. HR Technology
13. HR Measurement

IF YOUR COMPANY’S HR FUNCTION 
IS AUDITED, WOULD YOU MEET THE 
NATIONAL HR STANDARD?
The SABPP Audit model provides Company Executives, CEOs and HR Directors  with 
a robust, risk-based framework to ensure an integrated, aligned and well governed 
approach to auditing the HR Standards.

HR Executives now have a framework to ensure quality and consistency in accordance 
with the spirit of good governance as documented in King III.

It focuses on strengthening the HR Business Partner philosophy without 
compromising the principles of quality and independence.

Contact Christine Botha at  +27 11 045 5409 or hraudit@sabpp.co.za for more information.

+27 11 045 5400 
hraudit@sabpp.co.za
www.sabpp.co.za

       @SABPP1
       company/sabpp
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STuDEnT cHaPTER

STUDENT CHAPTER

THanK YOu TO THE FOLLOWinG 
uniVERSiTiES FOR THEiR 
aPPLicaTiOnS in aPRiL

•	 Vaal University of Technology: 5 Applications
•	 University of the Western Cape: 4 Applications 
•	 Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University: 2 Applications 
•	 University of KwaZulu-Natal: 1 Application 
•	 North West University: Potchefstroom: 1 Application 

SabPP university awards
SABPP kicked off with a bang this year by sponsoring awards to 
all South African Universities accredited by the SABPP Higher 
Education Committee. The Award is for the best HR related 
qualification final year student, which could be a National 
Diploma, Degree, Honours or Masters student. The amount is a 
total of R1000 and a SABPP Special Student Recognition Award.

SABPP would like to congratulate the following students for 
receiving the SABPP Special Student Recognition award in the 
month of April:

1. Lana Basson from Southern Business School
2. Francisco Da Silva from University of Pretoria
3. Mienkie Du Plessis from Stellenbosch University
4. Rushka Stemmet from Stellenbosch University
5. Allan Roberts from CTI Pretoria

Marketing Manager Siphiwe Mashoene with Francisco Da 
Silva from the University of Pretoria Who Received the Special 
Student Award for the Best Overall MCom Degree student in 
Industrial Psychology and Organisational Psychology in 2015.
This prestigious event was held on the 14th April 2016.

Furthering your 
studies beyond your 
first qualification
It is imperative that after completing your undergraduate 
qualification you further your studies because this will help 
to improve your career prospectus and it will upgrade your 
qualification. Furthering your studies will endow you with skills 
such as problem solving skills, time management skills and 
you will be able to work with others in a team.
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HR students 
working with the 
HR Standards

NWU Potchefstroom students are working with the HR 
Standards and Competencies under the leadership of Helen 
Meyer and Sakkie van Greunen.

STUDENT CHAPTER

Congratulations to Allan Roberts, he was awarded the best 
overall Bachelor of Commerce Degree in Business 3rd year 
student for the year 2015. 

His HRM lecturer, Blessing Chabaya, noticed Allen’s high level 
of curiosity and strong aptitude to practical problem solving. 
His ability to engage in a shared learning process with his 
fellow peers in class.

We wish him all the best in his future endeavours. 

(from left to right: Blessing Chabaya HRM Lecturer; Dr Reaan 
Immelman Pretoria Campus Director at CTI Education Group; 
Allen Roberts, Lathasha Subban Head: Knowledge and 
Innovations at SABPP; Susan Potgieter Academic Manager)

congratulations
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BOARD DESK .

top leaders and other key staff members of an organisation. In 
addition, HR should contribute to the process of risk mitigation 
and the creation of an ethical organisation. Moreover, Terry 
called for more human companies given the fact that people 
are at the heart of all organisations.

National HR Standards. The HR teams certified were the Air 
Traffic Navigation Services, Telesure, Leisure Options, Mondi, 
Southern Sun, Milpark Education, the National Agriculture 
Marketing Council, as well as the Railway Safety Regulator. 
Two of them proceeded by sharing their HR audit case studies 
with delegates, i.e. ATNS and Telesure. Thandi Thankge, 
Human Capital Executive at ATNS indicated the importance of 
adopting an integrated approach to applying the HR Standards 
at her organisation. She reported that HR is now taken more 
seriously given the fact that they have been successful with the 
HR Standards.

Kholeka Ngubeni-Henderson, HR Executive at Telesure 
focused predominantly on aligning HR strategy to business 
strategy. The audit also helped Telesure in ensuring that all HR 
processes are mapped for clarity and to identify gaps and areas 
of duplication.

Another highlight was the launch of the first Human Capital 
Reporting Framework for South Africa by Prof Theo Veldsman 
from the University of Johannesburg and Dr Penny Abbott from 
SABPP. They presented the work of the SABPP HR Metrics 
Working Group in developing the framework for the first set 
of national HR metrics for South Africa. This was an historic 
moment indeed. Three distinct types of metrics are developed 
based on the needs of three different types of stakeholders (i.e. 
policy and decision-makers, boards, and management):

• National metrics (Human Capital Confidence Index) 
• Organisational level metrics (Human Capital Report  

for Board)
• Operational level metrics (Metrics based on the HR standards 

of the Human Capital Value Chain within organisations)

These metrics will be reported on according to the five 
dimensions of human capital measurement:

1. Human capital availability;
2. Human capital wellbeing;
3. Human capital cost, investment and growth;
4. Human capital contribution;
5. Human capital wealth creation.

But the time for celebration was not over and the first group 
of companies audited against the National HR Standards were 
recognised for the quality of their HR functions. The audits 
were conducted by drawing from a pool of 126 HR Auditors 
trained by SABPP. Eight companies received their certificates 
for being either fully or partially certified for achieving the 

After these keynote presentations, delegates were invited to 
engage with the exhibitors of Leaderex organised according to 
the different HR standards. We then also introduced the new 
HR Standards game to engage delegates with the exhibitors. 
The HR team of UTi won this competition and walked away with 
most of the prizes. 

REFER A FRIEND
FOR PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION

HOW DIFFERENT WOULD YOUR LIFE 
BE IF SOMEONE DIDN’T TELL YOU ABOUT

SABPP?

Terry Booysen, CEO, CGF

SABPP HR Audit Certified Companies

www.sabpp.co.za



